
  

PETZL STRATO VENT HI-VIZ HELMET
https://www.securhit.com/en/casques-et-accessoires/492-553-casque-petzl-strato-vent-hi-
viz.html#/515-couleur_a020da-jaune A ventilated, high-visibility helmet to ensure the comfort of
professionals working day and night. For work at height or on the ground.

   Description
What if it were possible to combine comfort, long-distance visibility and strength? That's the aim of
PETZL's STRATO VENT HI-VIZ helmet. A clever blend of lightness and sturdiness to prevent head injuries
during day or night work.
Combining comfort and strength:
- All-day comfort
- An inner shell made from two materials, EPP (expanded polypropylene) and EPS (expanded polystyrene),
to combine lightness and strength.
- CENTERFIT adjustment, which centers the helmet on the head with 2 side adjustment knobs
- FLIP&FIT system for a low-profile headband (guaranteed long-term fit), which retracts into the helmet for
easy transportation
- Interchangeable absorbent comfort foams
Guaranteed safety:
- DUAL chinstrap to modify resistance according to the type of mission: at height (EN 12492) or on the
ground (EN 397)
- A clip with a "high resistance" mode to avoid losing the helmet in the event of a fall, or a "low resistance"
mode to limit the risk of strangulation
- A hard outer shell that deforms in the event of collision or falling objects

- Ventilation holes with sliding flaps for effective aeration
- A fluorescent shell with glow-in-the-dark clips and reflective strips for visibility at a distance, even when
it's dark.
A modular helmet with accessories:
You can add accessories to enhance the safety of the PETZL STRATO VENT HI-VIZ helmet: protective visor,
hearing protection, PETZL headlamp, dirt guards, neck protector, badge holder.
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- Weight : 425 g
- Materials : ABS (acrylonitrile butadiène styrène), EPP (polypropylène expansé), EPS (polystyrène
expansé), polyamide, polycarbonate, polyester haute ténacité, polyéthylène
- Tour de tête : 53-63 cm
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